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THE LATEST DATA: WHERE
ARE WE NOW?
A Note From the Deputy Editor

The Future of the Event Industry: 2021 Outlook is the latest in our series on the impact of the pandemic on
events and event professionals.
The last several months have been a rollercoaster of highs and lows: down-trending new cases and promising
vaccine developments followed by slow rollouts, new variants, and second and third waves that betrayed just
how little the initial outbreak prepared many national health systems.
The knock-on effect for the event industry has been a yet-again pushed back recovery timeline and a whole
new set of variables to contend with.
But the event industry is resilient, and in keeping with the grit and determination that defines us, we have
seen a level of ingenuity and camaraderie that we should all be proud of. Event tech continues to surge in
investment and development to facilitate virtual events; destinations are pivoting to provide value through
digital offerings and to manifest new and constantly changing health and safety best practices. Even many
AV production companies have pared down and reconfigured themselves to serve the virtual studio market.
As always, EventMB is committed to keeping it real as we help event professionals navigate the uncertain
times ahead.
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The impact of the pandemic on events to date

However, it is important to consider that this 30 percent includes all the internal/

In the last six months, only 25 percent of respondents to our most recent

corporate events and the community- or trade association-driven events that exist

Covid-impact research have been able to host in-person events. That leaves

just to fill the knowledge gaps and connect within an overall depressed economy.

at least 75 percent relegated to virtual, postponement or cancellation.
Nevertheless, with such a large portion of the industry going unticketed, it’s little
However, only 60 percent intend to go virtual with their next event, indicating that,

surprise that a further third generates most of its revenue from sponsorship dollars.

for many, virtual is not a viable option. Moreover, only 15 percent of respondents
will host their next event normally. This could indicate that the opportunity to

The 10 percent that uses exhibitor participation as the primary source of

host in-person events is declining rather than improving across the world. It

revenue tracks with the general difficulty in translating trade shows to virtual

more likely means that some who tried hosting in person meetings are just not

formats. UFI recently released research on the huge global economic impact

seeing the ROI potential given the reduced capacity and the risk of cancellation

and opportunity cost of a suffering exhibition industry, but the same report also

— making virtual a safer choice both in terms of health and business investment.

emphasizes optimism for the return of face-to-face, in-person exhibitions this
year.

What will future events look like?
Overwhelmingly hybrid — and not because anyone is particularly looking forward to it,

When can we expect live events to resume?

but out of necessity. Virtual will be a necessary part of the recovery as many attendees

Our data also shows a similar cautious optimism, with about 60 percent of

will not be able or willing to attend in person, especially if they have to travel.

respondents to our most recent survey indicating a recovery by the end of the year.

The result is going to be smaller and local events, and a reliance on virtual

But by now, we’ve learned to respect the uncertainty: The numbers are more

event components to engage and reach a much wider audience. This will

evenly split between the third and fourth quarters, and just as many people are

mean an increased pressure to figure out how to monetize virtual events and

looking to 2022 for their first in-person events.

virtual engagement, and potentially to extend it beyond the event itself.
While our last survey showed a clear hinging of expectations on vaccine

So how well are virtual events serving the industry?

rollouts, we now have a more nuanced understanding of what it will take on an

Just over a third of the virtual events happening now earn no money at all,

international scale to get a handle on the pandemic. No single factor is a reliable

which is a clear indicator that the industry is not in a position to recover on

indicator. The reality is that, until the world stabilizes, planning events involves a

the strength of virtual yet.

lot of risk, not just of transmission but of cancellation.
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WHAT WILL EVENTS LOOK LIKE?
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THE FUTURE OF EVENT EXPERIENCES
What are the biggest challenges
that planners are facing with digital
events?

JOSEPH PINE

Joe Pine: The biggest challenge is attracting paying

Co-founder, Strategic Horizons LLP - author The
Experience Economy

attendees. You’re up against Zoom fatigue and
competition from other virtual events. Even when
you get attendees, you have to compete with all
sorts of distractions.
Ruud Janssen: How do you capture attention?
Think about music. In 1983 or ’84, Herbie Hancock
started playing around with digital music. You had a
design restriction — there are 11 notes. That’s given
us a whole new way of making music. For events,
we similarly need to look and act beyond the ‘now.’

RUUD JANSSEN, CMM,
DES
Co-Founder & Managing Partner, Event Design
Collective

Joe, can you tell us a little about
the framework outlined in your
recent article, The 4 Levels of Hybrid
Experiences?
Joe Pine:

1.

The In-Person Experience: The first
level of the model is the live physical event — that
audience pays the full admission fee, and you

7

create the best possible sensory experience for
them.

2. The Real-Time Virtual Experience:
With a simulcast, you go from the same time/same
place, to the same time/digital place. Simulcast
viewers will often pay 10 to 50 percent of full price.
A key strategy is what I call “Twitch-ification.”
Twitch is a media company that broadcasts
e-sport events. The attendees watch other people
play video games, but they’re not passive. They
participate in real-time through social media.

3. The On-Demand Experience: The
third level involves taking that content and
editing it so that people can watch it on demand,
asynchronously. You can then charge for
individual slices of content.

4. The Organic Marketing Afterlife:
For the last level, you’re amplifying these
experiences online through social media. Create
snippets and recaps that people can share.
Make people think they really missed out on
something.

FUTURE OF THE EVENT INDUSTRY: 2021 OUTLOOK

How do hybrid formats affect event design?
Ruud Janssen: “Hybrid” just means combining two things that
hadn’t been combined before. Digital music, for example, combines
the product of instruments and musicians with the convenience
of the internet. The real problem occurs when too many possible
combinations cause people to stall. You need to identify restrictions::

5. Purpose: First, think about your overarching aim. What behavior
change are you designing for? Understand the restrictions of digital,
of hybrid, and of live, and then design around them and the behavior
changes they bring.

6. Video Strategy: The second restriction is video. Video is great
for one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many. That’s
where cinematography comes in. We need to master that skill set.

7. Audio Challenges: The hardest factor is audio. Microphones
were made for one-to-one or one-to-many, but not for many-to-many.
There’s going to be a Renaissance born from the recombination of
these different elements.

Is there a business case for hybrid events?
Joe Pine: There’s a great business case for it. You have the potential to
reach many, many more people. You may not be able to charge as much per
person, but you can sell so many more tickets that the total ends up bigger.
Ruud Janssen: My daughter gave her brother a ticket to an online AJR
concert, which had to be accessed in real time. This band would never
fill a stadium normally, but now a global audience is tapping their credit

Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens

cards to be part of an online experience.
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HOW STRATEGY, TECH AND AN
ALL-STAR TEAM LEADS TO HIGHER
CONVERSIONS WITH VIRTUAL
M AT T H E W
FRANCESCHINI
Account Executive, Aventri

Your client was WTA — can you tell us
a little bit more about why they came
to you, how you started working
together, and what the issue was, just
to frame the case study?

an execution plan. That plan consisted of the content
solely being handled by the Tourism Alliance, and then
the event logistics including the technology, the speaker
training best practices, and the way we were going

WTA is the Washington Tourism Alliance. They market

present everything to allow their attendees to get the

the state of Washington and its tourism opportunities

most out of the event was more on us here at Aventri.

to everybody around the globe. The goal of this event
normally is to bring attendees from all over together
to engage with others and be a part of something to
promote the tourism of the state.

What was WTA’s main challenge
in pivoting to virtual? Was it the
inexperience of the audience, was it
the redesigning of the event?
I think the main challenge was just simply not

The Alliance didn’t come to Aventri with a large

knowing what they do not know. Virtual is rather

timeline. They were holding out as long as possible

new to the event industry. Live, onsite events are

to see if a hybrid event could potentially happen.

preferred, and they’re always going to be preferred.

Obviously, Covid put a damper on that.

And I think that was the biggest challenge: Although
the goals of the event might change, how are we still
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Once they made the decision to move directly to

focused on that attendee experience and how can

virtual, they needed to adjust some things internally.

we be as attendee centric as possible for that event

They came to us with their needs, and we built out

to be a success?
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How did you go about implementing it? What did the
client select? What were the different features and
aspects of the virtual event? What was successful?
What were the challenging parts?
We wanted WTA to solely focus on the content and the speakers that
they were bringing to the event. The content is what is going to get people
talking and get people engaged. So the way we positioned it was that if
you provide the best content that you can possibly provide, and pair that
with the speakers who are coming from not only the state, but from around
the world, that content will be enough to get everybody talking. Giving
attendees the ability to not only consume that content, but also respond
to that content — whether it be to their peers or to the event moderators —
that was a huge challenge initially and a big focus for WTA that we wanted
to address for them.

What is the secret ingredient for a successful
exhibitor booth?
From what we’ve seen, the best exhibitor and sponsor experiences are
leading to open lines of communication. There’s different ways that people
and attendees interact onsite, and the same is true for virtual. Some
people want to be able to hop in a chat and automatically connect with
somebody one-on-one. Maybe another attendee doesn’t want to talk to
anybody right away, but we can provide them with a sponsorship webpage
where they can learn about the sponsors. This allows those attendees to
consume and communicate with the sponsors and exhibitors in different
ways that fit the attendees’ needs.
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THE FUTURE OF TRADE SHOWS

CARINA BAUER
CEO, IMEX Group

How will IMEX Frankfurt’s online event
create business opportunities?

China’s running huge domestic shows. IDEX, NAVDEX,

Carina Bauer: At its core, IMEX is a marketplace.

MAGIC, WWIN, and OFFPRICE just took place in Orlando.

We’re focusing on connections — business
connections and peer-to-peer connections. If we

Our research indicates that calendars will start

can drive them online in a curated way, we’ll be

filling up again over the summer, and more in Q3

able to deliver good business opportunities for our

and Q4, depending on Covid. We all need to plan for

exhibitors and buyers. We’re experimenting with

shows. We may need to postpone them depending

different approaches.

on mutations, vaccinations, and travel restrictions.

Based on past IMEX events, what works
best in a digital format?

There is a need for physical trade shows, especially

Carina Bauer: Content is what works best online,
particularly when the audience can engage with
each other and the speakers. We have also done
matchmaking that worked well, once through Brella and

K A I H AT T E N D O R F
Managing Director and CEO, UFI

and Gulf Food are happening in Abu Dhabi and Dubai. And

once through Grip. We had a few thousand matched
appointments made with each. The business side
worked best for salespeople who really interrogated
attendee lists and worked the digital room.

for SMEs. We calculated the global loss of orders
to be in the hundreds of billions last year alone
because of the shows that didn’t take place.

Does IMEX Las Vegas have special plans
for the large number of attendees you
anticipate?
Carina Bauer: We’re looking at ways to prevent
crowding, and Mandalay Bay has lots of space. There
will be multiple entrances and registration points, with

What does the timeline look like for in-

the ability to print badges at home. MGM’s enhanced

person trade shows?

ventilation also means that the air will be replaced

Kai Hattendorf: There are trade shows taking place all

around 12 times an hour.

around the world. Informa has done events in Japan.
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We’re focusing on sanitation, managing flow, increasing aisle space, and

And then it’ll just feel like a show floor. We’ll leave with full order books and no

providing more seating areas. We’ll be ready if we need to do testing,

viral loads in our luggage.

but we aren’t confirming it at this stage. We have to plan for multiple
scenarios to ensure safety, but we also have to design an experience
that people will enjoy.
We are thinking about hybrid as well. You can do a simulcast and
deliver on-demand content after. We’re also thinking about what
we’ve learned. Online, we’re chatting through keynotes. Can we do
that in person as well?

What will the trade shows of the future look like?
Kai Hattendorf: Exhibitions are called trade shows for a reason:
They’re all about trades. When we come back, transactions will take
center stage. We’ll also follow safety protocols. There will be rapid
testing like we saw in Orlando, and networking with Covid measures.

What’s your take on travel passports?
Carina Bauer: Here in the UK, the government is resisting travel
passports, but many airlines and other governments are saying they
will require them. Ultimately, it’s about standardization, whether
that’s through vaccine passports or tests. By the time attendees
arrive at the event, they should already have been through a process
that ensures safety.
Kai Hattendorf: The travel, hospitality, and event industries need
to push for a uniform process of documentation, whether that’s a

Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens

negative test result or proof of vaccination.
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VIRTUAL, IN-PERSON, HYBRID — HOW
WILL EVENT TECHNOLOGY ADAPT?

YA R K I N S A K U C O G L U
CEO, Socio

Tell me a little bit about your 2020. It
was quite interesting, right?
Here at Socio, we have an event management
platform and we help thousands of organizations
power event success for their virtual, in-person, and
hybrid events. But it wasn’t always like that. Before
2020, the vast majority of our customers were using
Socio primarily to power in-person events.

Virtual event technology platforms are
now essentially the only expense we
have, other than speakers and the like.
What does demand look like when it
comes to hybrid vs. in-person vs. virtual?
Looking at the usage from the Socio side, with
thousands of events, the demand is still extremely
heavy for virtual events at the moment. However, hybrid
is growing quickly. Even the number of in-person events
is growing in the system, but not nearly as fast as

Of course, with Covid, that changed pretty much

hybrid. We predict that the demand will continue to be

overnight. We realized the opportunity to be the

very virtual-centric until Q3 or Q4 of this year.

platform that is leading the change, and our teams

help our customers power thousands of virtual

What’s the challenge for 2021 in
terms of demands from customers?
What can we expect from you as a
representative of the event technology
community?

events while simultaneously continuing to invest

Next month, we’re launching our Clubhouse-like,

heavily into our in-person offerings and building

topic-based networking rooms, which include

functionality that enables a hybrid future.

audio plus video. The goal is to help our customers

have been working tirelessly to make that happen.
If I were to look back at 2020, we introduced
three brand new products and 66 new features to

create more engaging and relevant networking
13
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opportunities for their attendees, exhibitors, and sponsors.
We also know that event and sponsor ROI is top of mind for organizers
right now, so we’re developing a whole personalization engine that will
allow sponsors and exhibitors to run personalized, micro-targeted, and
account-based campaigns with video ads, banners, and more to reach the
right audience within the event.
The bigger picture answer for our 2021 focus is to be as ready as possible
for the hybrid shift. We as an industry have to understand that hybrid isn’t

Power event success
for virtual, hybrid,
and in-person

just in-person plus virtual. Different kinds of hybrid events will require very
different tools, budgets, and skills.

What’s your take in terms of how the technology
stack is changing? What’s the thing that we can’t do
without going forward?

Show Me How

Event technology companies have been challenged to really innovate and
move fast, which frankly wasn’t really the way it used to be. What I’m very
excited about for 2021 and beyond is being able to measure and optimize
event ROI. This will become a must-have across the industry, particularly
as organizations start revamping their in-person and hybrid event budgets
again. As organizers and marketers, we have to be ready to answer the
magical question: what’s the ROI of this event? And to do that, we have to
become more data-driven. Events can, should, and will be as measurable,
optimized, and repeatable as the rest of the marketing technology stack.
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THE FUTURE OF INCENTIVE TRAVEL

AOIFE DELANEY
Director of Marketing & Sales, DMC Network

What is the current status of incentive
travel and where is it going?

What is the industry doing to overcome
its challenges?

Aoife Delaney: In March last year, the message

Pádraic Gilligan: Our planning cycle is already running

was to postpone rather than cancel. Now many

again. There is a normal gestation period of anywhere

have definitively canceled. The travel reward was

between 12 and 36 months before an incentive travel

often replaced by non-travel rewards. We saw

trip gets delivered. By that time, we hope trips will be

merchandising, gift cards, even cash.

able to run safely again. It means that our corporate end
users are busy, and the incentive houses supporting

At the SITE Crystal Awards, one of the winning

them are busy. DMCs and hotels are still hurting a

companies replaced a cancelled program in Australia

bit more, but some of the DMCs have upscaled and

with bespoke individual travel programs on their

become proficient in holding virtual meetings.

platform. They gave a 36-month window to redeem

PÁ D R A I C G I L L I G A N
Managing Partner, SoolNua & Chief Marketing
Officer, SITE

them and hundreds of options.
Currently, corporations are continuing to plan
international trips, but for delivery in 2022 or later.
Our research suggests that cross-border group travel
is unlikely to resume before 2022.
There are also some group travel incentive programs
taking place at a domestic level.
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Regarding the furlough and layoff scenario, there’s a big
concern about the talent that may be lost to our industry.
The SITE community is working to keep the expertise
we’ve accumulated from migrating into other areas.

What are some positive signs in terms of
recovery?
Pádraic Gilligan: There are some opportunities that
didn’t exist in the past. Big German automotive
FUTURE OF THE EVENT INDUSTRY: 2021 OUTLOOK

incentives that would have gone to Thailand or Brazil are going to France or
Italy. Regional travel will come back first. There’s displacement in the near term,
particularly for trans-continental travel.
Some interesting findings emerged from the Incentive Travel Industry Index.
Planners rated places close to home as their top post-pandemic destinations,
but then after that, North Americans are looking at places like Australia and New
Zealand. You see the same trend in other regions: Destinations perceived as
doing well at containing the pandemic are now getting credit as safe places.

What do the next six months look like for the incentive
travel industry?
Aoife Delaney: The vaccine is a true game changer, and we can see the
beginning of the end. With many regions intensifying their vaccination
programs, we hope to reach that 70 percent rate by the end of the summer or
the beginning of fall. Then individual countries will start to loosen restrictions
and open borders. Our members are getting ready, putting protocols in place
that will allow travel to take place when it’s appropriate.
Many companies are even seeing this period as an opportunity to reinvent
themselves. We’re using the theme of “build back better” as a guiding principle.
In the past, there was a lot of over-consumption. We’re now looking more at CSR
and wellness programs. Just the in-person experience is a luxury.

Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens
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THE FUTURE OF EVENT ENGAGEMENT

JOE SCHWINGER
Co-Founder and CEO, MeetingPlay

What are the more interactive virtual
formats we should look out for?

speakers, and now we’re giving that recording studio

What we’re hearing from our customers is that

create a two-way dialogue. When we look at how to

these long formats are fairly exhausting. Although

solve this fatigue component, it really will revolve

we have things like chat and ways to engage, it’s

around the emergence of user-generated content

still essentially an organization that has a one-

within the virtual and the hybrid environments.

to attendees to allow them to have a voice and

way dialogue with their attendees. There’s no

What you’re going to see in the next couple of months

How can event planners strategically
use this kind of two-way
communication to combat Zoom
fatigue?

is best practices from live events that were emerging

We’re fighting for attendees’ attention, and we have

prior to Covid making their way into the social aspects

to bring solutions to the table that are going to peak

of everyday norms. For example, we’ve always been

their interest outside of just what was successful

talking about Ted as one of the best practices to bring

four months ago. It really comes back to FOMO. You

in the short format onto the stage. This is what we’re

have to create something in a virtual environment to

embracing at MeetingPlay, which we really think is the

give them a reason to be there.

opportunity for attendees to really have a voice.

future of virtual events, but also hybrid.
We always talk about gamification on the
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So what does that mean? Well, MeetingPlay

MeetingPlay platform. We’re producing these battles

recently released a recording studio for our

and hackathons where user-generated content and
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subject matter experts become a part of the show. And they’re doing it in
a fun and exciting way where people can vote, and it becomes a battle,
almost like an NCAA tournament.
All of this is moving into a new strategy in the virtual environment, which
is community-driven content. In terms of the future of engagement, not
only will we be talking more about hybrid in the next couple months, but
you’re going to start to have to think about this more as community-driven
content. Not just single components, but how do we make this last over a
longer period of time?

Going back to the engagement features and the usergenerated components that you’ve mentioned, can
they really be the differentiation factor that creates a
higher barrier to entry for virtual events?
When you create something special, whether it be on property or in a virtual
environment, people will come. The barrier of entry is really easy for virtual
events, but there’s a lot of the same out there. Everybody can do X, but the
moment that you introduce user-generated content and bring something to
the market that’s special, you have a chance to stand out.

THE
HYBRID
EXPERIENCE
THAT
EMPOWERS
AUDIENCES

It’s easy to get into this market, but sustainability and reliability are still the
number one factor for why people fail. It’s easy to get in, but if you’re not
using solid, reliable players, your investment and your ROI will take a dive.
You’ve got to be thinking about the future. You’ve got to be thinking about
engagement. But lastly, you’ve got to keep the house built for everybody to
come for the party.

18
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THE FUTURE OF EVENT SECURITY

STEVEN ADELMAN
Head of Adelman Law Group, PLLC

What do planners need to consider with
regards to testing types?

nasal sample, you stick the swab in a little reagent

There are several tests available. There is PCR

a plastic cassette. Then you watch the line rise for

testing, which you have to do a couple of days in

60 to 90 seconds. If it rises above the letter C on the

advance. It’s by far the most reliable. In the US, the

cassette, you’re good to go.

that causes a chemical reaction, which you put into

cost is covered by the federal CARES Act. Private
options are relatively expensive.

These tests are 55 to 60 percent accurate, and
they work best for people showing symptoms.

There are also rapid antibody tests and rapid antigen

Symptomatic people should stay home, so really your

tests. Unfortunately rapid testing has a much lower

rapid tests should never yield a positive result.

validity than PCR testing.
The best combination is to make everyone get a

What are the top safety measures right
now?

PCR test in advance, and then give them a rapid test

The science hasn’t changed much, and the

immediately upon arriving onsite. It’s not perfect, but

coronavirus hasn’t either — if anything it has just

between the two tests you’re covering most infection

gotten more infectious. Testing, face coverings, social

scenarios.

distancing, and hand-washing are what you need. And
none of these pieces can stand alone.

Can you tell us a bit more about rapid
tests?
I’ve administered them myself. After taking the
19

I’m also not interested in thermal scanners. Don’t try

FUTURE OF THE EVENT INDUSTRY: 2021 OUTLOOK

to sell me anything designed around symptoms. 40 percent of people who are
infected will never show symptoms. And of those who will develop symptoms,
around half are most infectious when they’re presymptomatic.

What is the best way to handle rule breaking?
There are people selling technological solutions, but the real solution is going to
involve a fairly manual process. Enforcement that is polite but firm will be important,
and that’s a particular set of social skills. We know the science now. Convincing
people who already know what to do is really where the rubber meets the road.

How will vaccine status factor into safety rules?
Some people get vaccinated and think, “I don’t need to wear a face covering
anymore.” That’s wrong. Until there’s herd immunity, everyone needs to wear a
face covering. Social distancing will become less problematic as there are fewer
infected or infectious people out there, but it’s going to be a process.

What are your thoughts on the idea of vaccine passports?
Falsifiability is my biggest concern. Where I live in Arizona, teachers have been
allowed to get their vaccines. So as a law professor, I’ve gotten my first vaccine
and I have a card issued by the CDC. It’s a piece of cardboard and it was blank.
I filled in my own name. If the basis for a Covid vaccination passport is that
flimsy, it will be easy to falsify.

How do you think longer multi-day events could be done
safely in 2021?
With herd immunity. Until we hit that magic 70 percent, there’s not going to be a
safe way to do large multi-day events.

20
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LEVERAGE VIRTUAL’S ADVANTAGES TO
DRIVE ENGAGEMENT AND REVENUE

PIERRE METRAILLER
CEO, SpotMe

What is the biggest thing event
planners can do to succeed with hybrid
events in 2021?

t Creating FOMO by sharing content snapshots to

Converting more registrations to show-ups. Our
data shows that only 50 percent of hybrid/virtual

What is the biggest opportunity for
virtual event engagement in 2021?

registrants show up. With registrations to your

Drop-offs and online fatigue are real factors. While

hybrid events in the thousands, reducing the

many technology vendors are still trying to figure

number of no-shows by 5-15 percent should be

it out, there is a limit to the number of bells and

your priority in 2021.

whistles you can add to your live stream.

Your 2021 to-do list should include the following:

We expect 80 percent of virtual engagement to

t Getting your email cadence right
t Mastering the art of the calendar entry
t Giving registrants more opportunities to join —
with in-person, web or mobile apps

take place on-demand in 2021. Your raving fans
will continue to engage live, in-person or online, but
the untapped opportunity is with the longtail, 365day engagement of on-demand content that your
live event has generated. Slice and dice your video

t Extending your on-demand playbook and

content, load it onto an SEO-optimized content

making your entire content available

hub on your web site, and you have created the

t Asking for a shorter commitment by offering
bite-sized sessions
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no-shows as soon as the event goes live

perfect lead magnet. Ask users to sign up to watch
the full content, personalize the experience with
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recommendations and call-to-action chatbots, and you now have a scalable
recipe to grow your audience.

What advice would you give event professionals trying to
drive revenue through hybrid events?
Three key points:

1. Make your event free, or at least, create a basic free tier, and offer a
premium tier with access to exclusive content and experiences. Reserve
premium access for your sponsors’ VIP participants. Think private
breakout sessions, AMA rooms with experts, Uber Eats vouchers for
virtual VIP luncheons and access to session recordings. Consider this
rationale: by moving your event from in-person to online/hybrid, you do
get twice the audience. By making it free, you get an extra five times the
reach. Now you have an ten times audience, and because of your larger
following, you can command bigger sponsor packages.

2. Offer a variety of calls to action (CTAs) that generate leads for your
sponsors, like demo request forms, assessments, quizzes and chatbots
that drive a conversation. Strategically place these CTAs within a context
that matters programmatically, like Q&A feeds or session descriptions-

3. Lastly, be obsessed with attribution analytics to prove sponsorship value.
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THE FUTURE OF VIRTUAL EVENT
PRODUCTION

KARLET HEWITT
President, The Purpoint Group

How has event production evolved
over the past year?

What are your top event production tips for 2021?

Tremendously. We’ve seen the industry go from

to really collaborate. We’re all trying to navigate

Zoom to now being super progressive. We’re seeing

this new industry. There’s a lot to leverage with

gamification become a huge part of virtual events.

Clubhouse, which is my new favorite platform. I think

We’ve seen virtual reality become a part of virtual

marketers are going to start to incorporate that.

I encourage all event planners and professionals

events. And I think we’re going to continue to see it
as the months go on.

What are you finding that’s
working today from a virtual event
perspective?

With virtual events, do you feel like
your clients are really looking for you
to strive for TV quality production?
What is your experience?
Absolutely. At the beginning of the pandemic, it was

Staying innovative. We hear that word tossed

just hosting a broadcast. What’s happening now is

around all the time, but it really is staying ahead of

really a content game. It’s who has the best content,

the curve — doing it first and doing it better than

who has the strongest quality content. The dialogue

everybody else is how any marketer is going to

has really shifted from just having a typical agenda

win during this time. I think it’s really important to

to, can we rent a studio? Can we get LED panels?

leverage every single platform that’s available and

What can we do to really kick it up a notch?

network within your communities and collaborate.

When you see examples like Travis Scott’s Fortnite
activation that recently happened, which was a
tremendous concert and an incredible event for the
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gaming community, we can only wait to see what’s going to be progressive in
the future.

Can you give us some examples of networking
activations or activities that you’ve tried that have
worked and that others can adopt?
There are a ton of opportunities in the marketplace to really incorporate
gamification. We see it happening right now on Twitch — everybody’s
interested in getting into that world, and Twitch is the best place to start. I
definitely think you can leverage platforms such as EventMobi, where you can
incorporate gaming into your everyday events. There’s a lot of opportunities
in the marketplace.

What does your tech stack look like? What are you
leaning into?
I leaned into Hopin. But I really think there’s very specific platforms in the
marketplace right now that have done it right. It’s continuing to evolve. We’re
growing with them in real time. It’s an incredible time to dive into some of
these platforms, Clubhouse included, as a part of the virtual event tech stack.

Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens
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CONNECTING WITH AUDIENCES
IN 2021
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UNDERSTAND STAKEHOLDERS TO
BETTER COMMUNICATE VALUE IN 2021

V A N E S S A L O V AT T
Chief Evangelist, Glisser

How should event planners plan for
success in 2021?

for hybrid, but keep your risk as low as possible by
being ready for virtual-only as well.

Attendee expectations have gone up — big
time. For any virtual event experience on any

This risk means that event tech providers have to

specialist platform, the attendee expectation has

step it up. The expectations of event planners have

skyrocketed in 2021. You’ve got to really force

also exploded, and this is exactly how it should be.

yourself to identify how you’ll deliver a stellar

In 2020, the tech providers got to call the shots to

experience. Which parts of your event simply

some extent, but in 2021 the event planners are

cannot be delivered online? Which are perfectly

taking back rightful ownership of this sector and

suited to online? Will your attendees agree?

holding the tech platforms to higher account. This
will invariably lead to better platforms, with more

Hold yourself accountable for working out these

meaningful and engaging attendee and sponsor

answers no matter how hard they might be to

experiences, and ultimately a better lead into the

obtain. You need these answers to design a hybrid

hybrid event world.

event that will achieve your event goals.
However, in 2021 we are yet again in unchartered
territory. Given the extent of the unknowns, you
have to plan to deliver stellar experiences while
mitigating the risk of potential cancellation. Plan
26

What advice would you give event
professionals trying to drive revenue
through hybrid events?
In 2021 it’s likely that most event revenue will
continue to come through sponsorship, and every
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sponsorship investment will be analysed in detail before contracts are
signed. So make it easy for your potential sponsor to understand what’s for
sale and why they should buy it.
Map your hybrid event out in full, with every revenue generating opportunity
clearly defined, in writing, in a way that somebody outside your team can
understand.
There will be many different shapes and sizes of hybrid events and no
matter how simple or how complex yours might be, you need to make it
as easy as possible for your sponsors to buy from you. Invest some time
in defining the benefits, outcomes and anticipated ROI of every revenue
generating aspect of your hybrid event, and present this in crystal clear
fashion to your potential sponsors.
Make absolutely sure that every package is clearly outlined with what they
get, why they should buy it, and the short- and long-term expectations of
each inventory piece.
I specifically reference timing here, as there is no reason why a hybrid event
has to be a single moment in time – you can now stretch your events out for
whatever length of time your attendees want. You could even have an entire
‘event season’ where a series of online event ‘episodes’ culminating with the
‘finale’ which takes place in-person – all with sponsorable elements across
the series. This is an example of a complex hybrid event and the reason why
you have to make sponsor packages crystal clear when it comes to benefits,
anticipating ROI, and cost.
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THE FUTURE OF EVENT AUDIENCES

GERRIT HEIJKOOP
Executive Partner / Moderator & Host,
LiveOnlineEvents

How has the attendee journey changed
in 2020?

The last factor is ongoing engagement. Event

Audiences — the people we create conferences

also makes for a better investment than only having

and events for — have been exposed to many

an experience on the day of the event.

content can be reused throughout the year, which

more events and online and virtual experiences.
These have been safer and much cheaper, not

Having been exposed to all these benefits makes

only because many events are free, but also with

audiences very critical when choosing whether to

regards to travel costs, time out of the office,

come back to physical events.

hotels, and all that stuff.
The access is unprecedented. People are
connecting from all over the world in a way that
has never been possible with physical events.

Here are three points:

1. Design experiences that give
everyone a voice. It starts with simple

Not only are we exposed to much more content,

interactivity: live chat, polling, and other low-

but those content-driven online experiences

hanging fruit that keeps the conversation going.

become much better from an attendee perspective.

But close the feedback loop. Let’s not just do

Each and every participant gets a front-row seat

a poll for the sake of doing a poll, but rather

and can directly ask their questions to the experts,

use the outcome of the poll to then kickstart a

which is so much more experiential than being in

conversation with the experts.

the back-of-house in a dark room.
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What are some practical tactics for
improving engagement as a moderator?

2. Don’t forget the human side. Make
FUTURE OF THE EVENT INDUSTRY: 2021 OUTLOOK

sure you have people in your team whose only task during the event

alone, let’s provide the content when everybody is dispersed because we can all

is hospitality, either on or off camera. For example, some of your team

consume that keynote speaker talk at our leisure. Then, when we come together,

members are moderating chat, relaying and answering questions so that

let’s do the working, the debating, the applying, the discussing, and the creating

people are heard and their participation is catered to.

together.

3. Embrace more autonomy in the online experience. Give
the audience more opportunities to actually create their own experiences,

In that sense, hybrid experiences will just be a range of virtual content-driven

and tech is an enabler for that.

experiences that culminates in the physical, in-person experience, where we
throw away all the digital stuff and experience cool stuff together.

Virtual events that have probably changed forever the
way we want to consume in-person events going forward.
With hybrid in mind, what are the key considerations you
are thinking about when we start to go back to in person
meetings?

Obviously, this will rely on new business models. Sponsorship will remain a major
source of revenue, but we can’t expect to offer that in-person experience for free.
VIP attendees are dying to pay for a proper premium experience. But if I pay, if I

I’m a very strong believer that in-person and online should be two separate

travel, if I come, don’t bore me to death with PowerPoint presentations that I can

experiences. The in-person experience should be a luxury product offered

watch from anywhere in the world.

at a premium. Let’s please not ruin and distract from that experience by
asking attendees to be on digital devices, unless it’s a multi-day event where
you might be interested in networking online back at your hotel room or in
the early morning. Similarly, those attending online will demand a robust,
dedicated experience.
When it comes to planning online and in-person experiences in tandem, this
may involve reformatting the program according to best practices for each
format.
For example, “flipping the classroom” is an age-old term that describes
a reversal of the traditional school approach. Rather than bring people
together to deliver content and then giving them homework exercises to do
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THE FUTURE OF EVENT MARKETING

K AT H R Y N F R A N K S O N
Director of Event Marketing, Informa

What should planners be keeping in
mind when marketing virtual events
in 2021?

model and sponsorship model. A quick

Attendees and sponsors are now making really

“why,” and your paid is going to be the “how.”

informed decisions about the events that they’re
going to partner with, and the call that they’re
putting forward to these events is very clear: it
needs to be new and it needs to be innovative.

framework in terms of how to look at pricing is
that your free is going to be your “what” and your

3. Promotions. We know we have to promote
events, but the marketing plan has changed. The
best way to join up is to do a macro plan with
your team. That’s where you have revenues and
goals and all of those big event components.

Here are the things that marketers really need to

And then as marketers, have your micro plan,

keep in mind when planning virtual events 2.0:

which is where you get to move a little bit faster

1. Product. Event planners are all now product
marketers. You have to have marketing insights
to create an event that’s going to be in demand.
You need to know what you can update in
terms of the theme, the UX, and the UI.

2. Price. Our revenue models are shifting. Some
of it is still going to be sponsor supported.
Other events are charging attendee revenue.
We’re also looking at this 365 community
30

and be more agile.

How will hybrid event marketing work
moving forward?
You have to be crystal clear about your value
propositions, because everything in terms of your
campaigns is going to cascade from there. You
have to know what you’re selling in both the virtual
experience and the physical event. It might be less
education, less learning together, more doing together.
FUTURE OF THE EVENT INDUSTRY: 2021 OUTLOOK

You also have to have more of your event baked earlier on in the cycle. That’s
one of the big differences — the process has moved up, and your audience
needs that information earlier on so that they can make those decisions and
have all of the right inputs.

What are your top three tips to market events in 2021?
I think marketers are going to have flat or decreased budgets, but the output
that we’re going to have to contribute is going to be higher than ever before,
which is a very interesting relationship.
Here are my top three tips:

1. This is the year of bold creative. It’s not thinking out of
the box, because there isn’t a box. One quick tip to keep in mind on the
creative side is to look back at your old surveys and pull your customer’s
language directly from there.

2. Marketing is going to have to contribute more to
revenue. You’re going to be asked a lot about attribution, which none
of us have solved. My note there is to be comfortable in that space, but
not at the expense of the delights that you should add in and the ways that
you should be marketing your brand that you just won’t be able to track.

3. We need to focus on managing our leads. Skew content
mid-funnel, and start to think about how you can move some of those
leads through your pipeline, because that’s going to have a big impact on
your business.
Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens
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THE FUTURE OF EVENT BRANDING

F I L I P M AT O U S
B2B Rebrand Consultant (London, UK based)

What should be top of mind hybrid
event planners right now?

one line, what is it? And it’s hard because simplifying

Content budgets are opening up. When everything

stakeholders asking for input. Make sure that your

started shutting down, suddenly brand consultants

team always anchors it back to that one sentence.

means saying no. You’re going to have different

were really busy. Events can get a little bit more of the
marketing budget if you think of them as channels

Also, think about joint venture content as being story

for content production.

led. Instead of just being promotional by looking cool,
have it say something that’s educational. If your content

You can turn a small industry event into a podcast

actually says something, your reputation grows.

or a short video. And I’m not talking about a simple
summary of the event. You have to pick a hero and
have a clear message with high production value.
Interview the guests and chop that up into highlights.
Stretch the brand power past the event with little
pieces of content. Then you can pitch it not just as an
event, but as a whole journey of multimedia.

What branding considerations apply to
hybrid events?
The hardest thing is constraint. Ask, “What does

With so many events going digital,
what business advice do you have for
planners?
Number one, you have to monetize digital content.
Number two, you need to keep it simple. Your internal
team may get frustrated, but for the outside world,
simplicity is what’s going to help you cut through
the noise. The physical or online event needs
complimentary content that shares the same tone of
voice, the same coloring, the same aesthetics.

this event stand for?” If it had to be boiled down to
32
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I was surprised that only 69 percent of event planners are going
digital. If you’re doing events to make money, it should be 100
percent. I see a lot of B2B marketing budgets, and there are none
without a digital component.
If you’re really focused on the event itself, that’s great. But if
you’re not also adding a video budget, a photography budget,
and a storytelling budget, you’re missing the trick.

What’s the best way to pitch a hybrid event?
When you’re vying for a share of the marketing budget, think
about how the CMO is splitting up their different channels. Ask
which channels are performing best, and then design the event
to dovetail with them. It might be for social, for video content, or
for podcasts.

How do event planners cope with online
attention spans?
Everyone says that attention spans are waning, but it’s actually
that short attention spans are more like short consideration
spans. Most of us are doing Netflix marathons. We just have to
respect the audience when we remix content for them, because
the attention is still there. It’s just harder and harder to make it
past the first 10 seconds or the first minute.
Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH
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THE FUTURE OF THE EVENT
WORKFORCE
NARMEEN KAMRAN
Founder, Desert Island Events

RHIANNON PHINBOW
Director of People and Talent, IMEX Group
MODERATOR

professionals looking for work and
preparing for the future job market?

How has the pandemic affected your
workplace, and what will the long term
influence be?

Narmeen Kamran: Visibility and online presence are

Rhiannon Phinbow: We ran focus groups to find out

key. We don’t have in-person networking events, but

what our team valued about working remotely. That’s

we have online platforms that allow us to connect with

led to a new flexible working policy. The pandemic

greater ease than before. Reach out to connections

has built trust that we can still deliver while working

old and new. It’s true what they say: Your network is

from home.

your net worth.

Our two online events last year were also a great

Also, it’s important to read industry publications. Look

opportunity for our team to diversify. We found some

outside your region because the industry is becoming

hidden talents, and we’re now more open to staff

more global with the virtual market.

working outside their typical roles.
Finally, explore new platforms and learn new skills.
Lastly, there’s been a real focus on mental health.
Everyone is struggling, whether that’s juggling
homeschooling and parenting or coping with

R O B E R T K E N WA R D
Chief Talent Officer and Co-Founder, YOU
search & Select
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isolation. We responded by giving our line managers
mental health training.

How do you ensure that workplace
culture isn’t diminished?
Narmeen Kamran: It’s about balancing the option to work
from home with the option to come in. You can still
foster a great culture by keeping your team in touch.

What advice would you give to event
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Rhiannon Phinbow: Communication is key. When you’re working remotely,
you need to set clear boundaries, because otherwise there might be an
expectation that you’re always available. It’s really important that people set
aside time for breaks. Our engagement program has also been critical in
creating opportunities for our teams to connect. We’ve done some great Q&As
with industry speakers.

What advice would you give for doing video interviews?
Narmeen Kamran: Don’t expect 100 percent professionalism. You are going to
see the backgrounds of our homes. You actually want to see some personality.
It’s not just about the work. It’s also seeing if people align with your values.
Rhiannon Phinbow: From a recruiter’s perspective, it’s important to have a clear
structure. You need to know who’s asking which questions, because it can be
harder to read the room over video. It’s also harder to get a feeling for office
culture, and it’s the interviewer’s responsibility to talk about company values.

What are your thoughts on evolving roles in the industry
and the shift away from using recruiters?
Narmeen Kamran: Roles will be multifaceted because of how much goes into
planning events now. At a small event, planners might have multiple roles. For
larger events, you may need someone very specialized. Collaboration is going
to be key, and freelancing will become a lot more common.
Rhiannon Phinbow: For those moving away from using recruiters, it will be
important to use caution. Put thought into what skills and experience the role
requires. Involve the internal team and key stakeholders in the decision, as

Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens

you would if you were working with a recruiter.
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THE FUTURE OF SUSTAINABILITY

S H AW N A M C K I N L E Y
Principal, Clear Current Consulting

How do virtual formats compare with
onsite events in terms of environmental
impact?
When we shift to virtual, the impact comes from

the first critical step. But waste is also important. Look
at the volume of material that’s sent to the landfill
versus what’s recovered.

powering digital technology. But it tends to use cleaner

There are even some metrics for social impact projects:

electricity than transportation, which is still largely

the number of actions you take, the number of hours

fossil-fuel powered. Transportation is a big source

you volunteer, the amount of equipment you contribute.

of impact for onsite events. Our hotels and venues
are another. There are also significant supply chain
emissions, with food and beverage for example.

How can event planners cut their
emissions?
What matters most are those early choices around

How can event planners measure their
environmental impact?

experience design and site location. The idea

In the past we’ve thought, “We’re recycling, getting

promising. It gives people the option to reduce their

rid of bottled water, and going paperless. So we’re

own air travel footprint by attending remotely.

of making hybrid events a permanent feature is

sustainable, right?” Our clients are often surprised
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that it’s really just a fraction of their overall footprint.

There are also other ways to reduce the impact of

They say content is king. For sustainability, carbon

attendee travel. If you have access to an old registration

is king. It’s imperative to understand your carbon

list, there are tools that allow you to analyze which

footprint as an event organizer. If you’ve never

destination would require the least air travel for them. Is

calculated your carbon footprint per attendee, that’s

it served by electric rail? Is it served by direct flights?
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Another tactic is to look at what’s happening on the ground. Does the

incentives for suppliers. As an industry that has suffered, we have an opportunity to

destination use renewable energy? Does it have green venues?

use funds not just to come back, but also to invest in sustainability.

How can in-person events serve the values of
sustainability?
Coming out of the pandemic, our super power as event professionals will be
in helping to restore social wellbeing. Onsite participation in community and
sustainability projects will connect us to humanity and kindness and hope.
People are striving for authentic connections and stories. Attendees want to see
thoughtful sourcing around everything from the story of our food, to how our upcycled
lanyards help people rise out of poverty. It gives us emotional affirmation for attending.

How can event planners influence partners and other
stakeholders to embrace sustainability?
Sustainability can have business value. It’s part of our social license to
operate. More and more companies are making the commitment to zero
carbon emissions.
But for onsite events, it can feel like swimming upstream. It takes more time. Sometimes
it costs more. This is partly because we don’t have a foundation of sustainable business
practices, but we are at a critical time where the system is changing.
As event planners, we have to be aware of these larger efforts. For example,
local bans on plastic can make it easier to source compostable serviceware.
Supporting policy measures on a citizen/activist level really matters.
A number of recovery aid packages are also incentivizing clean transportation

Live graphic recording by Chris Shipton - liveillustration.co.uk chris@liveillustration.co.uk - Twitter: @livepens

and clean energy. A big part of my job is keeping up to date on sustainability
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